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Abstract: This paper reveals the surprising result that a single-parent non-elitist evolution strategy (ES) can be locally faster than the (1+1)-ES. The result is brought by
mirrored sampling and sequential selection. With mirrored sampling, two offspring
are generated symmetrically or mirrored with respect to their parent. In sequential selection, the offspring are evaluated sequentially and the iteration is concluded as soon
as one offspring is better than the current parent. Both concepts complement each
other well. We derive exact convergence rates of the (1, λ)-ES with mirrored sampling
and/or sequential selection on the sphere model. The log-linear convergence of the ES
is preserved. Both methods lead to an improvement and in combination they can sometimes even double the convergence rate. Naively implemented into the CMA-ES with
recombination, mirrored sampling leads to a bias on the step-size. However, the (1,4)CMA-ES with mirrored sampling and sequential selection is unbiased and appears to
be faster, more robust, and as local as the (1+1)-CMA-ES.
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Introduction

Evolution strategies (ESs) are robust stochastic search algorithms designed to minimize
objective functions f that map a continuous search space Rd into R. The (1, λ)-ES is a
non-elitist and rather local search algorithm where λ candidate solutions, the offspring,
are created from a single parent, Xk ∈ Rd . The λ offspring are generated by adding
λ independent random vectors (N ik )1≤i≤λ to Xk . Then, the best of the λ offspring
Xk + N ik , i.e., the solution with the lowest objective function value, is selected to
become the next parent Xk+1 . The elitist version of this algorithm, the (1 + λ)-ES,
selects Xk+1 as the best among the λ offspring and the parent Xk .
The (1+1)-ES is arguably the most local, and the locally fastest, variant of an evolution strategy. In a local search scenario, the (1+1)-CMA-ES outperforms its non-elitist
counterparts typically by a factor of 1.5 [24]. Also in the BBOB-2009 benchmarking
exercise1 , the (1+1)-CMA-ES, restarted many times, performed surprisingly well on
two highly multi-modal functions with weak overall structure (f21 and f22 ). However, we regard elitist selection generally as less robust, as for instance witnessed by its
poor performance on the BBOB-2009 noisy testbed [12] (a single outlier fitness measurement can survive for an arbitrarily long time) or its failure on the attractive sector
function f6 . Therefore, we pursue the objective to construct local non-elitist ESs with
a convergence speed competitive to the (1+1)-ES and without the disadvantages of elitist selection. This is achieved by derandomization of random samples and a greedy
acceptance mechanism in the (1, λ)-ES with (very) small λ.
Derandomization of random numbers has been previously introduced for the CMAES [27] by replacing the sequence of uniform random numbers used for sampling a
multivariate normal distribution by scrambling-Halton and Sobol sequences. However,
such an approach can introduce a bias on the step-size update as we will discuss later.
Objectives of this paper. In this paper we present the concepts of mirrored (derandomized) sampling and sequential selection within evolution strategies. We derive theoretical results on their convergence rates. We discuss their implementation into CMAES, in particular with respect to the question of an unbiased step-size, and present some
empirical performance results.

2

Mirrored Sampling and Sequential Selection

In this section, we present the concepts of mirrored samples and sequential selection,
which we have recently benchmarked in the special case of the (1,2)- and the (1,4)CMA-ES [3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9, 10]. Here, we describe both concepts for the (1 +, λ)-ES.
Mirrored sampling uses a single random vector instantiation to create two offspring,
one by adding and the other by subtracting the vector. We introduce mirrored sampling
for the (1 +, λ)-ES. In Fig. 1, the (1, λm )-ES is given, but mirrored sampling is entirely
independent of the chosen selection scheme.
We denote by Xk the parent at iteration k and consider the (1 +, λm )-ES with even
λ. In each iteration k, we sample λ/2 random vectors (N k2i−1 )1≤i≤λ/2 . A given
vector N 2i−1
is used for two offspring that equal Xk + N 2i−1
and Xk − N k2i−1 .
k
k
They are thus mirrored or symmetric with respect to the parent Xk . For odd λ, every
other iteration, the first offspring uses the mirrored last vector from the last iteration,
1 http://coco.gforge.inria.fr/doku.php?id=bbob-2009
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given: Xk ∈ Rd , j ∈ N, λ ∈ N+ , f : Rd → R
i←0
while i < λ do
i ← i + 1, j ← j + 1
if mirrored sampling and j ≡ 0 (mod 2) then
Xki = Xk − N i−1
use previous sample
k
else
Xki = Xk + N ik
if sequential selection and f (Xki ) < f (Xk ) then
j ← 0 start with a new sample in the next iteration
break;
end while
return Xk+1 = argmin{f (Xk1 ), . . . , f (Xki )}
Figure 1: Left: If for a unimodal function with convex sub-level sets, a sampled solution is better than its parent (dark arrow into shaded region of better objective function
values), the mirrored one (gray) is always worse. Right: Pseudocode for one iteration
step of mirrored sampling and sequential selection, returning the new parent Xk+1 .
N 0k+1 = N λk and before the first iteration, j is even. The pseudocode captures all
combinations with/without mirrored sampling and/or sequential selection. The last
line depicts comma-selection but can be replaced by plus selection
see j in Fig. 1. Consequently, in the (1+1m )-ES, a mirrored sample is used if and only
if the iteration index is even. Note that in the (1 +, λm ), two mirrored offspring are
entirely dependent and, in a sense, complementary, similarly to antithetic variables for
Monte-Carlo numerical integration [14].
Mirrored sampling has also been used in an attempt to increase the robustness of
Evolutionary Gradient Search (EGS) [1]. In contrast to its use here, its utility in EGS
lies in the ability to compute a stochastic gradient approximation by means of finite
differences that do not involve the (possibly noisy) fitness value of a single parental
solution. With a large sample size, the use of mirrored samples also increases the rate
of convergence of EGS on the sphere model.
Sequential selection. Evaluating a sampled solution and its mirrored counterpart can
result in unnecessary function evaluations: on unimodal objective functions with convex sub-level sets, {x | f (x) ≤ c} for c ∈ R, such as the sphere function, f (x) = kxk2 ,
the mirrored solution Xk −N must be worse than the parent Xk , if Xk +N was better
than Xk , see Fig. 1. Sequential selection, originally introduced to save such unnecessary function evaluations, is however independent of mirrored sampling: in sequential
selection, the offspring are evaluated one by one, compared to their parent, and the
iteration is immediately concluded, if one offspring is better than its parent. If the first
λ − 1 offspring are worse than the parent, the original selection scheme is applied.
Sequential selection applied to (1+λ)-selection coincides with (1+1)-selection: in
both cases each offspring is accepted if and only if it is better than the parent2 . The
(1, λ)-ES with sequential selection is denoted as (1, λs )-ES and shown in Fig. 1. Note
that an alternative view of the (1,λs )-ES is as (1+1)-ES that periodically replaces the
parent if no improvement is found after λ candidate samples.
2 However, the iteration counters differ and other parts of the algorithm might essentially depend on λ or
the iteration counter.
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Combining mirrored sampling and sequential selection. As the concepts of mirrored sampling and sequential selection are independent, they can be applied simultaneously. With plus selection we obtain the (1+1sm )-ES, independently of λ. Compared
to the (1+1m )-ES, the (1+1sm )-ES does not use the mirrored vector after a success.
With comma selection, the resulting algorithm is denoted by (1, λsm )-ES and shown in
Fig. 1. In order to profit most profoundly from the interplay of mirrored sampling and
sequential selection—namely from the increased likelihood that the mirrored solution
is good, if the unmirrored solution was poor—we intertwine newly sampled solutions
and their mirrored versions, i.e., we evaluate the offspring in the order Xk + N 1k ,
Xk − N 1k , Xk + N 3k , Xk − N 3k , . . .

3

Convergence Rates on the Sphere and Lower Bounds

In this section we investigate theoretically the gain we can expect from mirrored samples and sequential selection on spherical functions. We are interested in convergence
rates for isotropic (1, λ)-ESs with adaptive step-size where an offspring i at iteration
k equals Xk + σk N i with σk > 0 being the step-size. In contrast to the previous
section, here (N ik )1≤i≤λ will denote i.i.d. random vectors following a multivariate
normal distribution.
The dynamics and thus the convergence rate of a step-size adaptive ES obviously
depends on the step-size rule. We will study here an (artificial) step-size setting that we
call scale-invariant step-size, where σk is proportional to the distance to the optimum
assumed w.l.o.g. in 0, that is σk = σkXk k for σ > 0. We will also explain how
convergence rates with scale-invariant step-size on spherical functions relate to optimal
bounds for convergence rates of general adaptive step-size ESs.
Preliminaries. The fastest convergence that can be achieved by step-size adaptive
ESs is linear convergence, where the logarithm of the distance to the optimum decreases to −∞ linearly like the number of function evaluations increases [13]. An
example of linear convergence is illustrated in Fig. 2 for three different instances of
the (1,2)- and (1,2m )-ESs. Since we are interested in comparing the speed of different
strategies that do not use the same number of function evaluations per iteration and that
even might not have a fixed number of function evaluations per iteration, we need to
come up with a formal definition of linear convergence taking into account the different number of evaluations performed per iteration. Formally, let Tk be the number of
function evaluations performed until iteration k. Almost sure (a.s.) linear convergence
takes place if there exists a constant c 6= 0, such that
1
kXk k
ln
→ c a.s.3
Tk
kX 0 k

(1)

The convergence rate c is the slope of the curves in Fig. 2. The (1 +, λ)- and (1 +, λm )-ES
perform λ evaluations per iteration and therefore Tk = λk. In the sequel M denotes
the set of functions g : R 7→ R that are strictly increasing.
How do we prove linear convergence for scale-invariant step-size? We explain
now the main idea behind the proofs that we detail later in Section 5. Assume that the
number of offspring per iteration is fixed to λ such that Tk = λk. The first step of the
3 Literally,
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proofs expresses the left-hand side (LHS) of (1) as a sum of k terms exploiting standard
properties of the logarithm function:
k−1
1 1 kXk k
1 1 X kXi+1 k
ln
=
ln
.
λ k kX 0 k
λ k i=0
kXi k

(2)

We then exploit the isotropy of the sphere function, the isotropy of the multivariate normal distribution and the scale-invariant step-size rule to prove that all terms
ln(kXi+1 k/kXi k) are independent identically distributed. A law of large numbers
(LLN)4 therefore implies that the right-hand side (RHS) of (2) converges when k goes
to infinity to E[ln(kXi+1 k/kXi k)] almost surely.
Convergence rate for the (1, λ)-ES. Linear convergence for the (1, λ)-ES with scaleinvariant step-size has been shown for instance in [11]. We restate the result while
denoting the first coordinate of a vector Z by [Z]1 .
Theorem 1. For a (1, λ)-ES with scale-invariant step-size (σk = σkXk k > 0) on the
class of spherical functions g(kxk), g ∈ M, linear convergence holds with
 


11
1 1 kXk k
i
i 2
ln
−−−−→
E ln 1 + σ min 2[N ]1 + σkN k
a.s., (3)
1≤i≤λ
λ k kX 0 k k→∞ 2 λ
where (N i )1≤i≤λ are λ independent random vectors.
Proof: see page 12
The proof follows the sketch presented above. Exploiting the isotropy of the sphere
and the scale-invariant step-size rule, we find that the random variable kXi+1 k2 /kXi k2 ,
for all i, is distributed as the random variable Z(1,λ) = 1 + σ min1≤i≤λ (2[N i ]1 +
σkN i k2 ). Applying the LLN to (2) we prove the linear convergence with convergence
rate 12 λ1 E[ln(Z(1,λ) )].
Convergence rate for the (1, λm )-ES. In a similar manner we derive the linear convergence for the (1, λ)-ES with mirrored samples.
Theorem 2. For a (1, λm )-ES with even λ and scale-invariant step-size (σk = σkXk k >
0) on the class of spherical functions g(kxk), for g ∈ M, linear convergence holds and
 


1 1 kXk k
11
i
i 2
ln
−−−−→
E ln 1 + σ min −2|[N ]1 | + σkN k
a.s. (4)
λ k kX 0 k k→∞ 2 λ
1≤i≤λ/2
where (N i )1≤i≤λ/2 are λ/2 independent random vectors.
Proof: see page 15
The difference with the previous proof lies in the expression of the random variable

kXi+1 k2 /kXi k2 equal to Z(1,λm ) = 1 + σ min1≤i≤λ/2 −2|[N i ]1 | + σkN i k2 in
distribution.
4 Verifying some technical conditions such that the expectation and the variance of ln(kX
i+1 k/kXi k)
are finite.
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Convergence rate for the (1, 2s )-ES. To tackle the convergence of algorithms with
sequential selection, we need to handle the fact that Tk , the number of offspring evaluated until iteration k, is a random variable, because the number of offspring per iteration
is itself not a constant but a random variable in this case. This difficulty can be solved
for λ even as we illustrate for λ = 2.
Theorem 3. For a (1, 2s )-ES with scale-invariant step-size (σk = σkXk k > 0) on the
class of spherical functions g(kxk), for g ∈ M, linear convergence holds and


1
kXk k
1 E ln 1+σ Y1 1{Y1 <0} +min(Y1 , Y2 )1{Y1 ≥0}
ln
−−−−→
a.s.
(5)
Tk kX 0 k k→∞ 2
2−ps (σ)
where Tk is the random variable for the number of function evaluations until iteration
k, Y1 = 2[N 1 ]1 + σkN 1 k2 , Y2 = 2[N 2 ]1 + σkN 2 k2 with N 1 , N 2 being two
independent random vectors and ps (σ) = Pr(2[N 1 ]1 + σkN 1 k2 < 0) corresponds to
the probability that the first offspring is better than its parent.
Proof: see page 16
The first step of the proof expresses the LHS of (5) as Ak = k/Tk times Bk =
ln(kXk k/kX 0 k). Then we handle both terms independently. For Bk , we proceed as
before and obtain convergence
towards 21 E[ln Z(1,2s ) ] with Z(1,2s ) = 1+σ Y1 1{Y1 <0}

+ min(Y1 , Y2 ) 1{Y1 ≥0} . For the term Ak , we denote by Λi the number of offspring
Pk
evaluated at iteration i. Then, Tk = Λ1 + . . . + Λk and 1/Ak = k1 i=1 Λi . Using the
isotropy of the sphere function and the multivariate normal distribution and exploiting
the scale-invariance of the step-size, we prove that Λi are identically distributed and
independent. We can again apply the LLN and prove that 1/Ak converges almost
surely to 1/E(Λ1 ). Moreover, we prove that E(Λ1 ) = 2 − ps (σ).
1
k

Convergence rate for the (1, 2sm )-ES. To establish the results for the (1,2)-ES with
mirrored samples and sequential selection, we proceed exactly as in Theorem 3. Note
that similar results can be derived for the (1,4)-ES with sequential selection as we will
see below.
Theorem 4. For a (1, 2sm )-ES with scale-invariant step-size (σk = σkXk k > 0) on
the sphere function g(kxk), for g ∈ M, linear convergence holds and
kXk k
1
1
1
ln
−−−→
×
t→∞
Tk kX 0 k
2 2 − ps (σ)


E ln 1 + 2σ([N ]1 +|[N ]1 |)1{2[N ]1 +σ2 kN k2 <0} − 2σ|[N ]1 | + σ 2 kN k2 a.s. (6)
where Tk is the random variable for the number of function evaluations till iteration
k, N is a random vector following a multivariate normal distribution, and ps (σ) =
Pr(2[N ]1 + σkN k2 < 0) is the probability that the first offspring is successful.
Proof: see page 18
Convergence rate for the (1, 4s )-ES with sequential selection. The convergence
rate for the case of λ = 4 can be shown in a similar way than above:
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Theorem 5. For a (1, 4s )-ES with scale-invariant step-size, i.e. σk = σkXk k on the
sphere function g(kxk), for g ∈ M, log-linear convergence holds almost surely
 

1
kXk k
1 1
ln
−−−−→
E
ln
1
+
σ
Y1 1{Y1 ≤0} + Y2 1{Y1 ≥0,Y2 ≤0}
T
kX 0 k k→∞ 2 E(Λs )



+Y3 1{Y1 ≥0,Y2 ≥0,Y3 ≤0} + min (Yi ) 1{Yi ≥0,i=1,2,3}
, (7)
1≤i≤4

where T is the random variable for number of function evaluations till iteration k,
Y i = 2[N i ]1 + σkN i k2 , with (N i )1≤i≤4 being four independent random vectors following a multivariate normal distribution and E(Λs ) corresponds to expected number
of offspring evaluated per iteration.
Denoting ps (σ) = Pr(2[N ]1 + σkN k2 ≤ 0) the probability of success of one offspring, we have
E(Λs ) = ps (σ) + 2(1 − ps (σ))ps (σ) + 3(1 − ps (σ))2 ps (σ) + 4(1 − ps (σ))3

Proof: see page 19
Convergence rate for the (1, 4sm )-ES with sequential selection.
Theorem 6. For a (1, 4sm )-ES with scale-invariant step-size, i.e. σk = σkXk k on the
sphere function g(kxk), for g ∈ M, log-linear convergence holds almost surely
 

kXk k
1 1
1
ln
−−−→
E ln 1 + σ Y1 1{Y1 ≤0} + Y˜1 1{Y1 ≥0,Y˜1 ≤0}
T
kX 0 k t→∞ 2 E(Λsm )
i
+Y3 1{Y1 ≥0,Y˜1 ≥0,Y3 ≤0} + min(Y1 , Y˜1 , Y3 , Y˜3 )1{Y1 ≥0,Y˜1 ≥0,Y3 ≥0}
, (8)
where T is the random variable for number of function evaluations till iteration k,
Y i = 2[N i ]1 + σkN i k2 , Y˜i = 2[N i ]1 − σkN i k2 , i = 1, 3 and with (N i )i=1,3
being two independent random vectors following a multivariate normal distribution
and E(Λsm ) corresponds to expected number of offspring evaluated per iteration.
Proof: see page 19
Link between convergence rates on the sphere and lower bounds for convergence.
The convergence rates in (3), (4), (5) and (6) depend on σ. The RHS of Fig. 2 illustrates
the dependence on σ for λ = 2. For the (1, λ)- and the (1, λm )-ES, the minimal values
in σ of the RHS of (3) and (4) correspond to the fastest convergence rate that can be
achieved on any function with any step-size adaptation technique. The proof is similar
to the one presented in [13] for the (1+1)-ES. For the (1, λs )-ES and (1, λsm )-ES, our
result might be less general though, but the minimal values in σ of the RHS of (5) and
(6) are at least the fastest convergence rates that can be achieved on spherical functions
with any step-size adaptation technique.
Numerical simulation of convergence rates. To conclude on the improvements that
can be brought by mirrored samples and sequential selection, we now need to compare
the different convergence rates. However, those convergence rates are expressed only
implicitly as the expectation of some random variables. We therefore simulate the
INRIA
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Figure 2: Left: Evolution of distance to the optimum versus number of function evaluations for the (1,2)-ES (3 upper curves) and (1,2m )-ES (3 lower curves) with scaleinvariant step-sizes (d = 20, σ = 0.6/d) on f (x) = kxk2 ; Right: Convergence rate
c(σ) multiplied by the dimension d versus σ · d for different algorithms with scaleinvariant step-size in dimension d = 20. The estimated best convergence rate for each
algorithm is depicted by a marker
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Figure 3: Estimated optimal convergence rates on the sphere function for several algorithms with scale-invariant-constant step-size depending on the dimension d. For
estimating the convergence rates of Sec. 3, 106 generations/iterations have been sampled
convergence rate with a Monte-Carlo technique. For each convergence rate expression,
we have simulated 106 times the random variables inside the expectation and averaged
to obtain an estimate of the convergence rate for different σ. Here, σ has been chosen
such that 0.01 ≤ σ · d ≤ 3 and with steps of 0.01 in σ · d. The minimum of the
measured convergence rates over σ · d is used as estimate of the best convergence
rate for each algorithm and dimension—resulting in a slightly (systematically) smaller
value than the true one, due to taking the minimal value from several random estimates.
The right-hand plot of Fig. 2 shows resulting convergence rate estimates versus σ in
dimension 20. The step-size for the best measured convergence rate for the (1,2)-ESs
is smaller than for the (1+1)-ES. The same is true for the (1,4)-ESs (not shown).
Fig. 3 presents the estimated best convergence rates for several algorithms for different dimensions. The strongest effect is observed from mirrored sampling on the
(1,2)-ES. Only in dimension 2, the improvement is smaller than a factor of 1.5. Sequential selection alone offers little benefit for the (1,2)-ES, but the effect from mirrored sampling and sequential selection is clearly overadditive and the (1,2sm )-ES almost achieves the progress rate of the (1+1)-ES. In the (1,4)-ES, the impact of mirrored
sampling or sequential selection is similar and less than a factor of 1.5. Their combined
effect is close to additive and the (1,4sm )-ES becomes significantly faster than the (1+1)ES.
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Figure 4: Left: Step-size σ versus number of function evaluations of 20 runs on
a purely random fitness function in dimension 10. The upper ten graphs show the
(5/5W , 10)-CMA-ES revealing a random walk on log(σ). The lower ten graphs show
the (5/5W , 10m )-CMA-ES and reveal a strong bias of σ due to the recombination of
mirrored vectors. Right: Number of function evaluations to reach function value 10−9
on the 20-D sphere function, versus multiplier of the default damping parameter dσ for
the (1, 2sm )-CMA-ES starting from search point all-ones with σ = 1. Shown are three
runs per dσ -value. For smaller values of the multiplier the algorithm fails

4

Application to the CMA-ES Algorithm

We implemented mirrored sampling and sequential selection into the well-known Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES), where in addition to the
step-size, the covariance matrix of the multivariate normal distribution is adapted [23,
21, 16, 22]. The additional implementational and numerical effort for the method is
negligible and even fewer random numbers need to be sampled with mirrored vectors.
For parent number µ = 1, the implementation is straightforward in both cases. Taking
µ > 1 with sequential selection, the decision for when to conclude the iteration is not
entirely obvious and we stick to µ = 1 for sequential selection.
Mirrored sampling with recombination. Taking µ > 1 seems to have, a priori, no
impact on the implementation of mirrored samples. Unfortunately, for µ > 1, mirrored
sampling introduces a strong bias on the step-size and the covariance matrix update in
the (µ/µW , λ)-CMA-ES under neutral selection (i.e. “pure random” selection). This effect is shown in Fig. 4, left. The bias is due to the recombination of mirrored offspring
and systematically reduces the sampling variance. The bias can facilitate premature
convergence in an ambiguous selection situation and is therefore considered as undesirable [15]. On the other hand, the bias can help to focus the convergence to a single
optimum in a multi-modal or rugged search landscape. We have experimented with
several ways to remove the bias, but leave the question of “which way is the best” open
to future work. In the following, also for mirrored sampling, µ = 1 is used.
Parameter setting. We modified the damping parameter for the step-size to dσ =
0.3 + 2µW /λ + cσ . Here, 1 ≤ µW ≤ µ is the effective selection mass determined by
the recombination weights and therefore µW = µ = 1 in our case and usually cσ  1
[16]. For a given µW , the modification introduces a dependency of dσ on λ. The setting
was found by performing experiments on the sphere function, where the performance
is a unimodal function of dσ . The default dσ was chosen, such that in all cases (a)
decreasing dσ from the default value by a factor of two leads to a better performance
than increasing it by a factor of two, (b) decreasing dσ by a factor of three never led to
an observed failure (this is not always achieved for λ = 2 without mirroring), and (c)
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Figure 5: Serial convergence rates d ln(kXk k/kX 0 k)/Tk versus dimension d of the
CMA-ES on the sphere function with kX 0 k = 1, initial step-size 1/d and kXk k ≈
10−150 . ◦: default (1+1)-CMA-ES (lower graph) and (6/6W ,12)-CMA-ES; ×: (1,λ)CMA-ES; O: sequential (1,λs )-CMA-ES; : mirrored (1,λm )-CMA-ES; ♦: mirrored
and sequential (1,λsm )-CMA-ES. For each setting, five runs are shown and lines connect
the median. Lower values are better
the performance with dσ is at most two times slower than the optimal performance in
the tuning graph. An example of a tuning graph for the (1, 2sm )-CMA-ES is shown in
Fig. 4, right. The graph meets the specifications (a)–(c), but ideally dσ could have been
chosen almost two times larger in this case. For λ as large as 1000 and dimension up
to 5, even smaller values for dσ are useful, but not covered in the given default value.
For µW /λ = 0.35 and µW ≤ d + 2, where d is the dimension, the former default
setting of dσ is recovered. For a smaller ratio of µW /λ or for µW > d + 2, the new
setting allows faster changes of σ and might then be harmful in a noisy or too rugged
landscape. In order to prevent a detrimental increment of the step-size for very large
values of µW , the step-size multiplier is clamped from above at exp(1).
The learning rate for the covariance matrix in the CMA was originally designed
for values of λ ≥ 5. We rectified the learning rate of the rank-one update for small values of λ: the multiplier 2 is replaced by min(2, λ/3), resulting in c1 = min(2, λ/3)/((d+
1.3)2 + µW ). Similar as for the damping factor dσ , the new value was guided by
the specifications (a)–(c) from above when replacing dσ with 1/c1 and optimizing the
sphere function with a non-spherical initial covariance matrix and (d) the condition
number of the final covariance matrix is smaller than ten. The learning rate for the
rank-µ update of the covariance matrix is unchanged and zero for µ = 1 [20, 17].
Convergence speed on the sphere. Similar to Fig. 3, we show in Fig. 5 the convergence speed of various CMA-ES variants on the sphere function. We used cmaes.m,
version 3.41.beta, from http://www.lri.fr/˜hansen/cmaes_inmatlab.html for implementing mirrored sampling and sequential selection. The resulting code is available at
http://coco.gforge.inria.fr/doku.php?id=bbob-2010-results.
In Fig. 3, the variance
of the sample distribution was chosen optimal. In the CMA-ES, the covariance matrix
is adapted and either cumulative step-size adaptation or the 1/5th success rule is used
for step-size control, in the non-elitist and the elitist variant respectively. While the
overall convergence speed in moderate or large dimension is roughly two times slower
than in Fig. 3, the ordering of the different variants essentially remains the same. The
new sampling and selection schemes lead to a significant speedup. In low dimension,
the convergence rate remains far from optimal, in accordance with observations in [2].
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Experiments with BBOB-2010. The (1,2)- and the (1,4)-CMA-ES with mirrored
sampling and/or sequential selection have been extensively empirically studied on 54
noisy and noiseless functions [18, 19] in the companion papers [3, 4, 7, 8, 5, 6, 9, 10].
Mirrored sampling improves the performance (number of function evaluations to reach
a target function value) consistently on many functions by about a factor of two in the
(1,2)-CMA-ES and by a much smaller but non-negligible factor in the (1,4)-CMA-ES.
The larger factor for λ = 2 mainly reflects the comparatively poor performance of the
baseline (1,2)-selection. On the attractive section function f6 , the performance gain is
more than a factor of three even for the (1,4)-CMA-ES in dimension 20. Additional
sequential selection improves the performance again on many functions, typically by
10–30% for both values of λ. Even for the (1,4)-ES, the effect of mirrored sampling
is still slightly more pronounced than that of sequential selection. Overall, the (1, 4sm )CMA-ES is consistently faster than the (1,2sm )-CMA-ES. On the noisy functions, the
picture is qualitatively the same. Surprisingly, the differences are not less pronounced.
Even sequential selection never impairs the performance significantly. In conclusion
from this rather huge benchmarking exercise, the (1, 4sm )-CMA-ES becomes the candidate of choice to replace the (1+1)-CMA-ES as the fast and robust local search ES.

5
5.1

Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. In a (1, λ)-ES with scale-invariant step-size, the best of λ independent offspring
is selected such that kXk+1 k satisfies
kXk+1 k = min {kXk + σkXk kNki k} .
1≤i≤λ

We can factor out kXk k and we obtain
kXk+1 k = kXk k min {kXk /kXk k + σNki k} .
1≤i≤λ

Let us define the random variable Yk as
Yk = min {kXk /kXk k + σNki k} ,
1≤i≤λ

such that kXk+1 k = kXk kYk . Taking the logarithm we get
ln kXk+1 k = ln kXk k + ln Yk .
Summing up the previous equation for k = 0 to K − 1 and dividing by λK we obtain
after renaming the summation index i and the integer K, k:
k−1
11X
1 1 kXk k
ln
=
ln Yi
λ k kX 0 k
λ k i=0

(9)

From Lemma 1, (Yk )k are independent and identically distributed as Y = min1≤i≤λ {ke1 +
σN i k} such that by the LLN5 , the right hand side of (9) converges to λ1 E[ln Y ]. Moreover by Lemma 3, the expectation of ln Y satisfies
 


1
i
i 2
E[ln Y ] = E ln 1 + σ min 2[N ]1 + σkN k
.
(10)
1≤i≤λ
2
5 We should also prove that Y is integrable, since this step is slightly technical we refer to [25] for the
details.
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Putting together (9) and (10) we obtain (3).
Lemma 1. Let Yk = min1≤i≤λ {kXk /kXk k+σNki k}. Then (Yk )k∈N are independent
and identically distributed as Y = min1≤i≤λ {ke1 +σN i k} where N i for i = 1, . . . , λ
are λ independent vectors following a multivariate normal distribution with covariance
matrix identity.
Proof. (i) By using Lemma 2, we first prove that Yk are identically distributed according to Y and thus for all t ∈ R and for all k,
E[eitYk ] = E[eitY ] .

(11)

Let ξk = σ(X0 , N 10 , . . . , Xk−1 , N 1k−1 , . . . , N λk−1 , Xk ) be the smallest σ-algebra
such that (X0 , N 10 , . . . , Xk−1 , N 1k−1 , . . . , N λk−1 , Xk ) is measurable, then E[eitYk ] =
h
i


i
E E[eitYk |ξk ] = E E[eit min1≤i≤λ {kXk /kXk k+σNk k} |ξk ] . By independence of (Nki )
for 1 ≤ i ≤ λ to the past and thus to ξk we have that
i

(1,λ)

E[eit min1≤i≤λ {kXk /kXk k+σNk k} |ξk ] = ht

(Xk /kXk k)

(1,λ)

(1,λ)

where htk is defined in Lemma 2. Thus by Lemma 2 E[eitYk |ξk ] = ht (e1 ) =
E[eitY ], thus (11) holds.
(ii) For showing the independence of (Yk )k∈N , we will prove that for all k, for all
t0 ∈ R, . . . , tk ∈ R, E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk Yk ] = E[eit0 Y0 ] . . . E[eitk Yk ], however thanks to
(11) we only need to prove that E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk Yk ] = E[eit0 Y ] . . . E[eitk Y ]. We will
proceed by induction and suppose that for all t0 ∈ R, . . . , tk−1 ∈ R
E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk−1 Yk−1 ] = E[eit0 Y ] . . . E[eitk−1 Y ]
and prove that for all t0 ∈ R, . . . , tk ∈ R
E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk Yk ] = E[eit0 Y ] . . . E[eitk Y ] .

(12)

We can rewrite the LHS of (12) as


E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk Yk ] = E E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk Yk |ξk ] .
Since eit0 Y0 . . . eitk−1 Yk−1 is bounded and ξk -measurable
E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk Yk |ξk ] = eit0 Y0 . . . eitk−1 Yk−1 E[eitk Yk |ξk ] .
i

By definition of Yk , E[eitk Yk |ξk ] = E[eitk min1≤i≤λ {kXk /kXk k+σNk k} |ξk ] and by independence of (Nki )1≤i≤λ to the past and thus to ξk we have that
i

(1,λ)

E[eitk min1≤i≤λ {kXk /kXk k+σNk k} |ξk ] = htk

(Xk /kXk k)

(1,λ)

where htk is defined in Lemma 2. Since the norm of the vector Xk /kXk k is one, we
know from Lemma 2 that E[eitk Yk ] = E[eitk Y ] where Y = min1≤i≤λ {ke1 + σN i k}
and thus
E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk Yk |ξk ] = eit0 Y0 . . . eitk−1 Yk−1 E[eitk Y ]
Taking the expectation of the previous equation we obtain
E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk Yk ] = E[eit0 Y0 . . . eitk−1 Yk−1 ]E[eitk Y ]
and thus by the induction assumption we obtain (12) and thus the independence of
(Yk )k∈N .
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(1,λ)

Lemma 2. Let t ∈h R and ht
be the mapping
from Rd to R defined for all x ∈ Rd
i
(1,λ)
it min1≤i≤λ kx+σN i k
as ht (x) = E e
where N i for i = 1, . . . , λ are λ independent random vectors following a multivariate normal distribution with covariance ma(1,λ)
trix identity. Then for all vectors u1 and u2 with ku1 k = ku2 k = 1, ht (u1 ) =
(1,λ)
ht (u2 ) and thus without loss of generality for all u, kuk = 1,
(1,λ)

ht



(u) = E eitY

with Y = min1≤i≤λ ke1 + σN i k where e1 is the vector (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Proof. This result is a consequence of the fact that the standard d-dimensional normal
distribution is spherical. Let x ∈ Rd and kxk = 1. Let O be an orthogonal matrix
such that Ox = e1 . Since O is an orthogonal matrix, kOyk = kyk for all y ∈
Rd and therefore for all i kx + σN i k = kO(x + σN i )k almost surely. Besides,
kO(x + σN i )k = ke1 + σON i k. However, since N i is spherical, ON i has the same
law as N i and thus ke1 +σON i k and ke1 +σN i k have the same distribution and thus
kx + σN i k(= ke1 + σON i k) and ke1 + σN i k have the same distribution. Therefore
min1≤i≤λ kx + σN i k and min1≤i≤λ ke1 + σN i k have the same distribution and thus
admit the same characteristic function, i.e.


(1,λ)
ht (x) = E eitY .

Lemma 3. Let Y = min1≤i≤λ {ke1 + σN i k} where N i for i = 1, . . . , λ are λ
independent multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix identity, then
 


1
i
i 2
E[ln Y ] = E ln 1 + σ min 2[N ]1 + σkN k
.
1≤i≤λ
2
Proof. First we write ln Y = 12 ln Y 2 . Moreover since the square function is increasing
we have that Y 2 = min1≤i≤λ {ke1 + σN i k2 }. Let us now develop ke1 + σN i k2 , we
have
ke1 + σN i k2 = 1 + 2σ[N i ]1 + σ 2 kN i k2 .
Moreover
min 1 + 2σ[N i ]1 + σ 2 kN i k2 = 1 + min 2σ[N i ]1 + σ 2 kN i k2

1≤i≤λ



1≤i≤λ

.

such that

ln Y 2 = ln[1 + min 2σ[N i ]1 + σ 2 kN i k2 ]
1≤i≤λ

and thus
ln Y =


1
ln[1 + min 2σ[N i ]1 + σ 2 kN i k2 ]
1≤i≤λ
2

Hence by taking the expectation of the previous equation, we obtain the result.
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5.2

Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. For a (1, λm )-ES, we have
kXk+1 k2 =

min {kXk + σkXk kNki k2 , kXk − σkXk kNki k2 } .

1≤i≤λ/2

We can factor out kXk k and we obtain
kXk+1 k2 = kXk k2 min {kXk /kXk k + σNki k2 , kXk /kXk k − σNki k2 } .
1≤i≤λ/2

Let us define the random variable Yk as
Yk =

min {kXk /kXk k + σNki k2 , kXk /kXk k − σNki k2 },

1≤i≤λ/2

such that kXk+1 k2 = kXk k2 Yk . Taking the logarithm we get
ln kXk+1 k2 = ln kXk k2 + ln Yk .
Summing up the previous equation for k = 0 to K − 1 and dividing by λK we obtain
after renaming the summation index i and the integer K, k:
k−1
1 1 kXk k2
11X
ln
=
ln Yi ,
λ k kX 0 k2
λ k i=0

dividing both sides by 2 we obtain
k−1
1 1 kXk k
111X
ln Yi .
ln
=
λ k kX 0 k
2 λ k i=0

(13)

From Lemma 4, (Yk )k are independent and identically distributed as
Y(1,λm ) =

min {ke1 + σNki k2 , ke1 − σNki k2 }

1≤i≤λ/2

such that by the LLN6 , the right hand side of (13) converges to 21 λ1 E[ln Y(1,λm ) ]. Moreover by Lemma 6, the expectation of ln Y(1,λm ) satisfies
 


1
i
i 2
E[ln Y(1,λm ) ] = E ln 1 + σ min −2|[N ]1 | + σkN k
.
(14)
2
1≤i≤λ/2
Putting together (13) and (10) we obtain (4).
Lemma 4. Let Yk be the random variable defined as Yk = min1≤i≤λ/2 {kXk /kXk k+
σNki k2 , kXk /kXk k − σNki k2 }. Then (Yk )k∈N are independent and identically distributed as
Y(1,λm ) = min {ke1 + σNki k2 , ke1 − σNki k2 }
1≤i≤λ/2

Proof. The proof follows the exact same line as the proof of Lemma 4.
6 We should also prove that Y is integrable, since this step is slightly technical we refer to [25] for the
details.
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Lemma 5. Let a ∈ Rd and b ∈ Rd , the following holds
min{ka + bk2 , ka − bk2 } = kak2 + kbk2 − 2|aT b|
Proof. The following holds
min{ka + bk2 , ka − bk2 } = min{kak2 + kbk2 + 2aT b, kak2 + kbk2 − 2aT b}
=kak2 + kbk2 − 2|aT b|

Lemma 6. Let Y(1,λm ) be the random variable defined as min1≤i≤λ/2 {ke1 +σNki k2 , ke1 −
σNki k2 }, then
 


E[ln Y(1,λm ) ] = E ln 1 + σ min −2|[N i ]1 | + σkN i k2
.
(15)
1≤i≤λ/2

Proof. Let i an integer satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, we can apply Lemma 5 to the term
min{ke1 + σNki k2 , ke1 − σNki k2 } and we obtain
min{ke1 + σNki k2 , ke1 − σNki k2 } = 1 − 2σ|[Nki ]1 | + σ 2 kNki k2

(16)

and thus
Y(1,λm ) =

min
1≤i≤λ/2

1 − 2σ|[Nki ]1 | + σ 2 kNki k2



after simplification we obtain
Y(1,λm ) = 1 + σ min

1≤i≤λ/2

−2|[Nki ]1 | + σkNki k2



Taking the logarithm and the expectation of the previous equation we obtain (15).

5.3

Proof of Theorem 3

Proof. Starting from the LHS of (5) we write
k 1 kXk k
1
kXk k
=
ln
.
ln
Tk kX 0 k
Tk k kX 0 k
Let Ak = k/Tk and Bk = k1 ln(kXk k/kX 0 k). We will handle both terms independently. We first start to handle the term Bk . Because of the sequential selection, the
offspring Xk + σkXk kN 1k will be accepted if it is better than its parent Xk , i.e., if
kXk + σkXk kN 1k k ≤ kXk k or equivalently if kXk + σkXk kN 1k k2 ≤ kXk k2 that
can be simplified into
kXk /kXk k + σN 1k k2 ≤ 1 .
Let us denote Wk1 = kXk /kXk k+σN 1k k2 , the offspring Xk /kXk k+σN 1k is accepted
if 1{Wk1 ≤1} . Therefore the update equation for kXk k2 reads


kXk+1 k2 = kXk +σkXk kN 1k k2 1{Wk1 <1} + min {kXk + σkXk kN ik k2 } 1{Wk1 ≥1}
i=1,2
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i.e., the first offspring is accepted if it is better than Xk otherwise the best among the
two offspring is accepted. We can now factor out kXk k in the previous equation.
"
2
Xk
2
2
kXk+1 k = kXk k
+ σN 1k 1{Wk1 <1} +
kXk k
(
#
)!
2
Xk
i
min
1{Wk1 ≥1} . (17)
+ σN k
i=1,2
kXk k
Let Zk be the random variable defined as
Xk
Zk =
+ σN 1k
kXk k

(

2

1{Wk1 <1} +

min

i=1,2

Xk
+ σN ik
kXk k

2

)!
1{Wk1 ≥1} .

We can write that kXk+1 k2 = kXk k2 Zk . Taking the logarithm, summing up, dividing
by k and then by 2 as in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain
Bk =

k
1 kXk k
11X
ln
=
ln Zi .
k kX 0 k
2 k i=0

From Lemma 7, the random variables (Zi ) are independent and identically distributed
such that we obtain by the LLN7
Bk −−−−→
k→∞

1
E[ln Z]
2

where Z is defined in Lemma 7. Moreover, from Lemma 9,


.
E[ln Z] = E ln 1+σ Y1 1{Y1 <0} +min(Y1 , Y2 )1{Y1 ≥0}

(18)

We are now going to prove that 1/Ak = Tk /k converges to 2 − ps (σ). Let Λi be the
number of offspring evaluated at iteration i. Then, Tk = Λ1 + . . . + Λk and thus
1/Ak =

k
1X
Λi .
k i=1

From Lemma 8, the random variables Λi are independent and identically distributed
as Λ and Λ is integrable. Thus applying the LLN, 1/Ak converges to E[Λ]. Moreover
from Lemma 8, E[Λ] = 2 − ps (σ) and thus
1/Ak −−−−→ 2 − ps (σ)

(19)

k→∞

Putting together (18) and (19) we obtain (5).
Lemma 7. Let (Zk )k∈N be the sequence of random variables defined as
(
)!
2
2
Xk
Xk
1
i
Zk =
+ σN k 1{Wk1 <1} + min
+ σN k
1{Wk1 ≥1} .
i=1,2
kXk k
kXk k
Then (Zk ) are independent and identically distributed as

n
2
Z = e1 + σN 1k 1{Wk1 <1} + min
e1 + σN ik
i=1,2

2

o

1{Wk1 ≥1} .

7 We should also prove that Y is integrable, since this step is slightly technical we refer to [25] for the
details.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 1.
Lemma 8. Let Λk be the number of offspring evaluated at iteration k of a (1, 2s )-ES.
Then the random variables (Λk )k∈N are independent and identically distributed as Λ
where
Λ = 1 × 1{2[N 1 ]+σkN 1 k2 <0} + 2 × 1{2[N 1 ]+σkN 1 k2 ≥0} .
Moreover E[|Λ|] < ∞ and E[Λ] = 2 − ps (σ).
Proof. We are using the definition of the random variable Wk1 that has been introduced
in the proof of Theorem 3. The random variable Λk satisfies Λk = 1 × 1{Wk1 ≤1} +
2 × 1{Wk1 >1} , i.e. one offspring is evaluated if the first offspring is better than Xk
(that is 1{Wk1 ≤1} ) otherwise two offspring are evaluated. The random variables Wk1 are
independent and identically distributed with common distribution ke1 + σN 1 k2 : the
proof is similar to the one of Lemma 1. Therefore, Λk is distributed as
Λ = 1 × 1{ke1 +σN 1 k2 <1} + 2 × 1{ke1 +σN 1 k2 ≥1}
We can simplify 1{ke1 +σN 1 k2 <1} into 1{2[N 1 ]+σkN 1 k2 <0} developing the term ke1 +
σN 1 k2 and thus
Λ = 1 × 1{2[N 1 ]+σkN 1 k2 <0} + 2 × 1{2[N 1 ]+σkN 1 k2 ≥0} .
Since Λ is positive and almost surely bounded by 2 it is integrable. Let denote ps (σ)
the probability of success of the first offspring, then since Wk1 is distributed as ke1 +
σN 1 k2 , ps (σ) satisfies ps (σ) = Pr(ke1 + σN 1 k2 < 1) and after simplification also
equals ps (σ) = Pr(2[N 1 ] + σkN 1 k2 < 0). We have thus that E[Λk ] = ps (σ) + 2(1 −
ps (σ)) or E[Λ] = 2 − ps (σ).
Lemma 9. The random variable Z defined in Lemma 7 is distributed as the random
variable

1+σ Y1 1{Y1 <0} +min(Y1 , Y2 )1{Y1 ≥0}
where Y1 = 2[N 1 ]1 + σkN 1 k2 , Y2 = 2[N 2 ]1 + σkN 2 k2 with N 1 , N 2 being two
independent random vectors following a standard multivariate normal distribution.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 8, we have that Wk1 is distributed as ke1 + σN 1 k2 .
Moreover simplifying ke1 + σN 1k k2 into 1 + 2σ[N 1 ]1 + σ 2 kN 1 k2 , we obtain the
result.

5.4

Proof of Theorem 4

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. What changes is the update
equation for kXk k2 . Because of the mirroring we here have
"
2

kXk+1 k = kXk k

2

(
min

Xk
+ σN 1k
kXk k
Xk
+ σN 1k
kXk k

2

2

1{Wk1 <1} +
Xk
,
− σN 1k
kXk k

2

)!

#
1{Wk1 ≥1}

. (20)
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Defining
Zk =

Xk
+ σN 1k
kXk k
(
min

2

1{Wk1 <1} +
Xk
+ σN 1k
kXk k

2

Xk
,
− σN 1k
kXk k

2

)!
1{Wk1 ≥1} ,

(21)

1{2[N 1 ]1 +σkN 1 k2 ≥0} ,

(22)

we obtain that Zk are independent and identically distributed as
2

Z = e1 + σN 1 1{2[N 1 ]1 +σkN 1 k2 <0} +

n
2
min e1 + σN 1 , e1 − σN 1

2

o

that can be written in a simpler way as
Z = 1 + 2σ([N ]1 +|[N ]1 |)1{2[N ]1 +σ2 kN k2 <0} − 2σ|[N ]1 | + σ 2 kN k2 .
Following the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3, we thus obtain (6).

5.5

Proof of Theorem 5

Proof. The proof is a straightforward generalization of the proof of Theorem 3.

5.6

Proof of Theorem 6

Proof. The proof is a straightforward generalization of the proof of Theorem 3.
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